In most more economically developed countries an ever growing percentage of existing structures is threatened by obsolescence in the short-to medium-term-either because of structural deficits due to deterioration, or due to functional aging. To ensure sustained serviceability and safety of these structures, maintenance interventions are utilized, which allow partial or complete structural rehabilitation. However, such maintenance interventions have to be economically reasonable, that is, maintenance expenditures spent have to be outweighed by expected future benefits. For this purpose, we propose herein a novel optimization formulation for maintenance planning based on cost-benefit criteria. The usefulness of the proposed approach lies in the fact, that it not only allows to determine optimal sequences of maintenance times, rehabilitation levels and inspection qualities, but also allows to specify economically optimal lifetimes and acceptable failure rates of structures. The modeling of structural deterioration and maintenance, as well as the setting of all relevant cost factors is discussed in detail. Numerical examples investigate the effect of imperfect execution of maintenance actions and functional aging.
INTRODUCTION
In most more economically developed countries there is a growing economic interest in the life extension and rehabilitation of existing deteriorating structures 1),2),3), 4) . Such interest stems from the realization that an ever growing percentage of structures show significant signs of deterioration, or are subjected to unforeseen demands on their structural performance. In other words, most of these structures are threatened by obsolescence in the short-to mediumterm-either due to severe structural deficits, or due to functional aging. Hence, to ensure sustained serviceability and safety, maintenance interventions are utilized, which allow partial or complete structural rehabilitation. However, these maintenance interventions can only be justified when the monetary expenditures spent on, say, inspection and rehabilitation are outweighed by the expected future benefits from structural operation.
Thus, the key element in any decision about maintenance or rehabilitation efforts is the definition of rational criteria which enable us to decide whether these efforts are economically reasonable or not. As will be shown in this paper, for this purpose not only all significant life-cycle costs, such as construction, failure, inspection and rehabilitation costs have to be taken into account, as is done, for example, in existing bridge management systems 5),6),7),8),9), 10) , but also the, in general, state-or time-dependent benefit rates. Because only by specifying both costs and benefits we can rationally define acceptable risks, acceptable failure rates and, consequently, optimal lifetimes 11) . Such a holistic approach with respect to economic efficiency and structural safety gains recently more and more interest-be it in terms of performance-based design approaches 12),13), 14) , or be it in terms of risk acceptability criteria 15 ), 16) .
For being able to consistently combine the above mentioned requirements of economic efficiency and structural safety, we propose herein a novel optimization formulation for maintenance planning based on cost-benefit criteria. The usefullness of the proposed approach lies in the fact, that it not only allows to determine optimal sequences of maintenance times, rehabilitation levels and inspection qualities, but it enables us to disclose the relation between monetary expenditures spent on maintenance or rehabilitation, and the hazardousness of structures throughout their entire lifetime. And it is only in this respect that we can determine the way of how and when decisions for lifetime extensions or rehabilitation work should be made for the maximum benefit to society.
That we employ the technical perspective of costbenefit analysis 17) , 18) in our approach implies by no means that differing perceptions of risk 19) ,20),21), 22) should be ignored in the decision-making process. It means only, that we view cost-benefit analysis as a decision-supporting tool, not as a "super-procedure" 23), 24) . Such a view of cost-benefit analysis is also generally adopted in risk analysis 25) and policy making 26) . However, from this follows also, that any cost-benefit analysis has always to be imbedded in a political and institutional context, which allows to take care of such external components as rights, distributive considerations or other moral factors 24) .
The remaining paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the continuous-time Markov chain model utilized herein for describing stochastic structural deterioration. In Section 3 we explain how to model in this framework inspection and rehabilitation and how to take into account their possible imperfectness. This is followed in Section 4 by a detailed discussion of the main components (that is, expected benefits, losses, and maintenance costs) of the proposed cost-benefit analysis. In Section 5 we derive optimal lifetimes and acceptable failure rates based on cost-benefit-criteria, and show that cost and safety issues are indeed closely related. Section 6 is dealing with our novel optimization formulation for maintenance planning. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss how to set the required cost factors and investigate-with the help of numerical examples-the effect of imperfect execution of maintenance actions and functional aging on optimal maintenance planning.
DETERIORATION MODEL (1) Condition states
When optimizing maintenance interventions, it is mandatory to have a description of structural deterioration in terms of directly or indirectly observable damage or deterioration states, which can be related to specific structural performance conditionsincluding its effect on the load carrying capacity and the remaining lifetime-as well as possible rehabilitation actions 27), 28) . Moreover, since deterioration is uncertain over time due to the variability inherent in load effects and operating environments, it should be ideally modeled as a (monotonically increasing) stochastic process {X(t), t ≥ t 0 }, where t denotes time.
Let us describe the condition of the deteriorating structure by a finite number of, say, m discrete states: 1, 2, . . . , m. With such a description we can achieve a certain compatibility with the condition rating of existing infrastructure management systems 5),6),7),8),9), 10) . The states are numbered in our case in such a way, that state 1 corresponds to no deterioration, state 2 corresponds to very minor deterioration, and so on, until state m, which denotes structural failure, that is, structural collapse. The explicit inclusion of the failure state m as a condition state allows us to take into account the effect of structural deterioration on structural safety. This inclusion clearly differs from existing infrastructure management system, where failure is addressed only indirectly via the verbal description of the most severe condition state as "requiring immediate action" 10), 29) .
(2) Probability evolution
Having given a probability distribution p(t 0 ) of the structure being in one of the m possible states at (initial) time t 0 , that is,
. . .
Prob(X(t 0 ) = 1) Prob(X(t 0 ) = 2) . . .
Prob(X(t
the probability distribution p(t) of the conditions at (a later) time t ≥ t 0 is a function of the current state p(t 0 ) and other, mostly random factors such as material properties, deterioration mechanisms, loads or environmental stressors 30),31) . Such deterioration processes can be described quite generally by continuous-time Markov chains 32),33), 34) . Thereby, the probability distribution p(t) up to time t is governed by a differential equation of the forṁ
where A(t) is the matrix of transition probability rates. Since deterioration is cumulative, matrix A(t) is of lower triangular form:
with state m being an absorbing state, that is,
The matrix elements
(with s > k = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1) have to fulfill the conditions
Their values are in most cases either estimated from experimental data 35),36),37),38), 39) or determined by utilizing analytical models 40),41),42), 43) . But also time distribution functions for reaching different deterioration states can be utilized 44) .
(3) Definition of structural lifetime The lifetime T of a deteriorating structure is generally defined with the help of the failure rate h(t). Hence, the lifetime T of a structure is reached as soon as its failure rate
exceeds an acceptable limit h a (t), that is,
But, as we will show below, there is a close relation between this definition of the lifetime and the definition based on cost-benefit criteria. In fact, we can also define the lifetime T as that time for which the profitability of structural operation is exhausted.
MAINTENANCE INTERVENTIONS (1) Governing equation
Maintenance interventions, that is herein, inspections and rehabilitations, allow to reduce the failure rate of a deteriorating structure and, hence, to recover the profitability of its operation. Utilizing Eq. (2), the probability evolution of a deteriorating structure subject to a sequence of n maintenance interventions at times t 1 < t 2 < . . . < t j < . . . < t n is determined bẏ
and
The matrices D j , C j and Q describe the inspection quality, the extent of rehabilitation work to be done, and the quality of this rehabilitation work, respectively. The probability distribution p(t + j ) after inspection and rehabilitation is determined from the probability distribution p(t − j ) before the jth maintenance intervention by
where I is the identity matrix. In the following we describe in more detail the rational for setting up the matrices D j , C j and Q, respectively.
(2) Quality of inspection
When performing maintenance interventions, we first have to assess the deterioration state of an existing structure by (mostly) non-destructive inspection techniques 45),46),47), 48) . However, such procedures are, in general, of imperfect nature due to limited resolutions, partial observability of the structure, measurement errors, humen errors, imperfect interrelations between measured and sought-for quantities, etc. That is, there is always the possibility given, that the inspection techniques do not disclose the actual condition state of the structure. The standard method for characterizing and validating the quantified detection/discrimination capability of a non-destructive inspection technique is the probability of detection 49), 50) . The probability of detecting a given deterioration state (event D) is a conditional probability, that is, Prob(D|X(t) = k, α), in so far as the capability of the inspection technique depends, in general, on the degree of deterioration present, say, X(t) = k-in general, a higher degree of deterioration is more likely to be detected than only minor deterioration-and the amount of effort spent in assessing the structural condition. For example, utilizing different, partial complementary inspection methods 51) may lead to an overall improved inspection capability, described herein by the parameter of inspection quality α, but may also result in higher inspection costs I(α). It should go without saying, that the inspection efforts can vary from maintenance to maintenance, that is, for each maintenance at time t j we can have a different parameter α j of inspection quality. Consequently, the (m×m)-matrix D j = D(α j ) in Eq. (10) is defined as
where we assume, without any restrictions, that a failed structure (state m) is detected with probability one.
(3) Extent of rehabilitation work
Having performed a condition rating of the structure, we have to decide to which extent rehabilitation work should be performed. Since we are interested in a more or less simple rehabilitation policy, which can be easily implemented in practice, we base our policy on a structural damage or deterioration threshold Δ.
That is, if the condition assessment reveals, that the overall structural deterioration has reached the value X(t) = k, say, and if this value equals or exceeds the threshold Δ, then the structure will be rehabilitated. If, however, X(t) = k is less than the threshold Δ, then no action is performed. We call this deterioration threshold herein rehabilitation level. The above described maintenance policy as such can be interpreted as a variant of the classical failure limit policy 52),53),54), 55) .
The effect of such a policy on the probability distribution p(t) of the deterioration states is described by the (m×m)-matrix C j , which can also vary from maintenance intervention to maintenance intervention. That is, since we solve the general transient problem herein, the optimal policy may be such that the rehabilitation levels may differ for each maintenance. The matrix C j = C(Δ j ), thereby, just filters out the deterioration states to be rehabilitated. It has the following diagonal form:
where Δ j denotes the rehabilitation level at the j-th maintenance intervention. That is, all deterioration states k ≥ Δ j are rehabilitated. The (m,m)-th entry in matrix C j is equal to zero, because we do not re-build any failed structure.
(4) Quality of rehabilitation work Because of technological limitations, inadequate rehabilitation solutions or faulty execution of construction work, among others, any kind of rehabilitation work is, in general, also imperfect. Hence, we model the rehabilitation of deteriorated states by the (m×m)-matrix Q, which is defined as
The matrix elements q sk have to fulfill the conditions
with s < k = 2, 3, . . . , m − 1. All other matrix elements are equal to zero. The description of Eqs. (14) to (16) can be interpreted as a generalization of the classical imperfect repair model 56), 57) . In case of perfect rehabilitation Eqs. (15) and (16) reduce to
that is, when applying matrix Q the state k is transformed to the initial or non-deteriorated state 1.
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
(1) Cost-benefit tradeoff For assessing the acceptability of a certain maintenance policy we have to take into account not only the expected maintenance costs m j , but all expected future losses l(t, t 0 ) and benefits b(t, t 0 ) throughout the time interval [t 0 , t]. Moreover, we include also the expected initial cost c 0 in our calculations to ensure that the structure has been originally designed in an economically reasonable way. All these cost factors are aggregated in a net benefit function g(t, t 0 ) as
The net benefit is simply the difference between all benefits and costs 17), 18) . Whereas the expected initial cost c 0 and the expected maintenance costs m j accrue at discrete times t 0 and t j , respectively, benefits and losses aggregate continuously throughout the entire lifetime. Utilizing the principle of cost-benefit analysis, the maintenance interventions will be justified when the total expected costs are outweighed by the total expected benefits.
For calculating the benefits and losses, two basic quantities of the deterioration process {X(t), t ≥ t 0 } are required:
(i.) Pointwise availability 52) : The probability that the structure is at a given instant of time t in one of the (m − 1) deterioration states, that is, that the structure is still operable. These probabilities are given as p k (t) = Prob(X(t) = k) with k = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1.
(ii.) Number of failures per time interval:
The probability that the structure, which is still operable at time t, will fail in the following time interval [t, t + dt], where dt is a small time increment. This probability is given as
With this we can calculate the costs and benefits which accrue during the existence of the structure, as well as the ones which occur in case of failure.
(2) Expected benefits
The reason why we use or operate a structure is, that we expect a certain benefit from doing so. For getting this benefit, the structure has to be usable or operable, that is, the structure has to be available. The availability of the structure is determined by the probabilities p k (t) with k = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1. But this is only part of the picture in the benefit calculation, since the benefits generated may also depend on the condition of the structure. For example, due to wear and tear, fatigue, etc. bridges may have structural deficiencies which may affect structural safety. A bridge management option in such cases is to impose weight restrictions 58) . However, this may require a re-routing of vehicles, resulting in extended travel or transportation times, additional accidents due to longer routes, increased environmental deterioration, and other economic or social losses 58), 59) . Hence, the received benefit db(t) per time interval [t, t + dt] is determined as the sum of the products of the state-dependent benefit ratesḂ k and the probabilities p k (t) of the structure being at time t in one of the deterioration states k = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1:
The problem of structural deficiency is aggravated by the additional problem of functional aging. By functional aging we mean the case that structures may still be technically sound, but may simply no longer meet current demands. For example, also comparatively recently constructed bridges and highways serve traffic loads and volumes which exceed by far the anticipated values 58) , and thus require likewise management interventions as, for example, weight or speed limit restrictions-with all its economic consequences. Thus, the benefit rates in Eq. (19) are, in general, not only state-, but also age-or time-dependent, such that the received benefit db(t) per time interval [t, t + dt] is given as
Since the received benefits arise at different future time intervals spanning many years, we are required to make inter-temporal comparisons. Hence, we continuously discount all future benefits such that all monetary amounts are in a common metric, the so called present value 18) . Hence, the expected present benefit b(t, t 0 ) for the time interval [t 0 , t], as used in Eq. (18) , is
where γ denotes the discount rate.
(3) Expected losses
When using or operating a structure, we are well aware, that there is, in general, no risk-free structure. In other words, there is always a small probability that a structure may collapse. The probability that a structure collapses in the time interval [t, t + dt] is given as dp m (t). This probability of failure can be expressed with the help of two quantities. First, the structure may only fail, if it has not failed so far. The probability of no failure until time t is (1 − p m (t)), which is nothing else than the probability of the structure being still in one of its operable states, that is,
Second, the probability of failure, conditional that the structure is still operable at time t, is given by the failure rate h(t) as h(t)dt. Combining both quantities gives the probability of failure dp m (t) in the time
In fact, Eq. (23) is nothing else than a re-arrangement of Eq. (7). The failure consequences are composed of indirect failure costs, such as economic losses, and direct failure costs, such as life saving costs, environmental protection costs, costs for de-commissioning, etc. 15),16) All these cost factors are aggregated in the failure cost L. Thus, the loss dl(t) in the time interval
that is, the failure consequences are multiplied with the probability of failure. Like in the case of benefits, the losses may occur at different time intervals. Hence, also the losses have to be discounted to give present values. Thus, the expected present loss l(t, t 0 ) for the time interval [t 0 , t], as used in Eq. (18), is
(4) Expected maintenance costs Maintenance actions can be performed anytime before failure. The expected discounted maintenance costs m j are composed of inspection and rehabilitation costs. Thereby, rehabilitation work is always preceded by inspection at cost I(α j ), which is a function of the parameter α j of inspection quality. That is, a more detailed inspection, utilizing maybe different condition assessment procedures 45) , 51) , is more costly than a routine visual inspection. Since inspection or condition assessment makes only sense as long as the structure has not failed, the cost for inspection I(α j ) has to multiplied by the probability of no fail-
is the time just prior to the j-th rehabilitation. Thus, the expected cost of in-
Depending on the outcome of the condition assessment possible rehabilitation actions may be planned. That is, only if a damaged structure has been identified during inspection as being actually damaged, rehabilitation work may be performed. The probability that a structure has been identified as being in a certain damage state k is the product of the probability p k (t − j ) of being in this state, and the probability Prob(D|k, a j ) of just detecting such damage, that is,
Having given a condition rating, we have to decide, whether the structural damage should be repaired, or not. That is, we specify a certain damage level k, say, such that, whatever the outcome of the condition assessment may be, we will always rehabilitate any structure with a condition state k or greater. The specified damage level is called herein rehabilitation level Δ j , hence, Δ j = k. From this follows, that for determining the probability vector of the structural condition states which will be de-facto rehabilitated, we have to delete those entries of the probability vector of Eq. (26) which are not related to any possible rehabilitation work. Hence, we pre-multiply the vector D j p(t − j ) with the matrix C j of Eq. (13) to get
The expected rehabilitation cost is then the scalar product of the probability vector
. With proper discounting, the expected present maintenance costs are finally
The rehabilitation costs R are herein not dependent on the form of Q. That is, the rehabilitation costs are always the same, independent whether the rehabilitation actions have been successful in restoring the "as new" state, or not. In other words, we do not deliberately allow imperfect or even faulty execution of rehabilitation work in order to minimize maintenance costs.
ACCEPTABLE FAILURE RATE
Optimal solutions in structural design and maintenance planning are obtained by maximizing the expected net present benefit 15),60)
where T denotes the lifetime of the structure. As can be seen from Eq. (29), the quantity g(T, t 0 ) depends on the difference between expected benefits and expected costs. In fact, these factors are a description of our preferences towards the structure. Optimally these preferences have to be fulfilled for any time interval. In other words, we are indeed interested in maximizing the expected net present benefit ratė For a structure to be acceptable with respect to our preferences, the expected benefit has to outweigh the expected costs for all t, that is, the expected net present benefit rate has to be positive:
Since exp(−γt) > 0, this condition can also be written in terms of the non-discounted, expected net benefit ratė
The requirement of a positive net benefit rate for all t is especially relevant since most of the quantities that influence the decision-making process change during the lifetime of a structure, such as failure rates, structural performance, operation costs or public satisfaction. It should also be noted that for assessing a structure as being acceptable according to Eq. (33) only the present preferences towards the structure and the present state of the structure have to be known. From Eq. (33) follows that the lifetime T is reached as soon as the expected loss starts to be prevalent:
The zero net benefit rate criterion of Eq. (34) implicitly defines the acceptable failure rate of the structure as
Thus, as long as the expected net benefit rate is positive, the failure rate h(t) of the structure is less than the acceptable failure rate h a (t):
This shows the close relation between cost-benefit criteria and structural safety, since a violation of Eq. (33) leads inevitable to a violation of Eq. (36), and vice versa. If the benefit is state-independent, that is,Ḃ k (t) =Ḃ(t) for all k, the acceptable failure rate is simply given as
Eqs. (35) and (37) also show that a non-deteriorating structure will never overstay its lifetime as long as the preference towards the structure, in terms of benefit rates, and the demand on the structure, in terms of the failure rate h(t), is not changing with time t. It should be noted, that this does not imply, that the structure will not fail at all. Rather, the probability of failure per, say, year, under the condition, that the structure has not failed so far, is the same in each year, and is always less than what is deemed acceptable.
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
(1) Maximization of net present benefit rate As mentioned above, for a structure to be built, operated and maintained, all investments also have to be economically reasonable in total. Hence, the expected net present benefit has to be positive at the end of lifetime T :
Moreover, maintenance interventions are only economically reasonable when the maintenance costs m j are outweighed by the net benefit accumulated until the next maintenance intervention, that is,
or the end of lifetime T , whichever comes first. Thus the optimal maintenance plan for a given number n of maintenance interventions is found by solving the following maximization problem:
with (·) * denoting optimal values. In Eq. (40),
. . , α * n } are the optimal sequences of maintenance times, rehabilitation levels and inspection qualities, respectively. It should be also noted, that the formulation of Eq. (40) with respect to the lifetime T to be optimized imposes the end constrainṫ
on the maximization problem. That is, the optimal lifetime T * is reached as soon as the expected net present benefit rate becomes zero, or, equivalently, as soon as the failure rate h(t) reaches the acceptable failure rate h a (t).
(2) Budget constraints In real applications, there are quite often constraints with respect to the available budget on maintenance efforts 61) . In other words, for an optimal solution to be actually realizable the additional constraint
has to be fulfilled, where m b is the maximum available maintenance budget and(·) denotes the solution of the optimization problem of Eq. (40) taking into account the constraints of Eqs. (41), (42) and (44) . However, whereas the constraints of Eqs. (41) and (42) just assure that the expected future net benefits will outweigh the initial cost c 0 and the maintenance costs m j , respectively, the constraint of Eq. (44) indeed restricts the scope of maintenance actions and thus the log-term availability of the structure. Hence, a budget constraint, if active, leads, in general, to a sub-optimal solution, that is, smaller net benefits. The following scenarios are examples of possible consequences of budget constraints:
For a given number n of maintenance interventions the lifetimeT * is shortened, that is, T * ≤ T * , since not all rehabilitation work necessary can be performed.
(ii.) For a fixed time period [t 0 , T ] the structure is, because of deterioration, from time to time in such a bad condition (that is, structural deficient), that-until budgetary funds become again available-it can be used only in a restricted way or even not at all 58),61) , at least not without violating safety standards.
(iii.) Maintenance has to be performed more often (ñ ≥ n), resulting in the long run in higher than necessary overall maintenance costs, that is,
The usefulness of the optimization formulation of Eqs. (40) to (42), be it with or without Eq. (44), is indeed, that it discloses this relation between benefits, costs and failure rates. Thus, if budget constraints exist, it also shows the resulting consequences: smaller net benefits, shorter lifetimes and reduced periods of usability, or, if no management intervention is performed, for example, in terms of weight restrictions or complete closure of bridges, the prolonged usage of non-acceptable, that is, potentially hazardous structures. In the following we will utilize the formulation without any budgetary constraint, that is, our optimization problem is given by Eqs. (40) to (42) only.
(3) Evolutionary algorithm
The above described mixed-integer type optimization problem of Eqs. (40) to (42) is solved herein numerically by an evolutionary algorithm 62),63), 64) . The solutions are represented as real-integer vector pairs. For generating new solutions, that is, offsprings, vector pairs are selected by exponential ranking 65) in combination with stochastic universal sampling 66) . For recombination, one-point crossover (between vector components) is applied to the offspring vector pairs. In addition, the real vectors are subjected to simulated binary crossover 67) . Non-uniform mutation with a normal distribution is applied to the real vector, whereas for the integer vector an analogous creep mutation is used 64) . The next generation of solutions is selected by a plus strategy 65) .
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES (1) Transition matrix
To achieve in our numerical examples a sufficient "fine-graininess" with respect to deterioration states and possible maintenance policies, we choose a total of m = 21 states. Typically, bridge management systems utilize only five to seven condition states 5),6),8),10), 29) . However, we can always lump our m = 21 states to a smaller number of, say, seven states. Thus, utilizing m = 21 states is in no ways restrictive. In fact, such lumping is also done in some bridge management systems with even more refined scales 9) .
To build the matrix of transition probability rates, in the most general case, time distribution functions for reaching the different deterioration states have to be utilized 44) . This results in a timedependent matrix A(t), that is, the deterioration rate is dependent on structural age, as has been also observed experimentally 35),37),39) . However, existing bridge management systems usually utilize timehomogeneous Markov chains, and, hence, we will follow this approach here. Thus, the matrix A is constant in time. Such matrices can, nevertheless, model a wide class of lifetime distributions known as phasetype 68),69) . If we model, moreover, the deterioration process via a probabilistic linear damage accumulation law equivalent to Miner's rule 70) , then the matrix A is of bi-diagonal form, where all elements on the diagonal or sub-diagonal, respectively, have identical values 70) . We select in the following a value of
with k = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1, such that the probability of failure for the optimal lifetime of T * = 46.1 years is 1.4 · 10 −3 (see Section 7. (3)). This corresponds to a reliability index of β ≈ 3.0, a quite typical value for structures in civil engineering. At the (initial) time t 0 = 0 the newly constructed structure is free of any deterioration, that is,
For an already deteriorated structure, we would certainly have a different start vector, which could be determined with the help of some condition assessment procedure 45) .
(2) Setting of cost factors Before we can finally start with our numerical examples, we still have to discuss how to set the basic cost factors in the cost-benefit analysis. Thus, let us start with the social discount rate. There are two principle arguments for setting the discount rate γ. One is the opportunity-cost argument, and the other is the time-preference argument 18), 71) . The basic opportunity-cost argument for discounting is, that decision-makers have more options to produce future benefits than just prolonging the status quo or implementing the project under investigation. Thus, discounting alerts the decision-maker to these additional alternatives. In other words, if discounted net benefits are less than zero, then there is at least a third option available, for example, some different project, that is better for overall welfare than the project currently under investigation. In case of the social rate of time preference, economic theory hypothesizes, albeit backed by empirical evidence, that members of society prefer present welfare impacts to future ones. Thereby, the discount rate depends on the welfare function utilized, even though most popular welfare models result in a discount rate that contains two additive terms: one related to pure time preference and one related to economic growth 18),72), 73) . In any case, the choice between the two competing approaches of opportunity cost and time preference is primarily a matter of regulatory policy 71), 72) .
In the past, most discount rates utilized by agencies for long-term regulations ranged between values of γ = 0.02 to 0.10 per year, however, these rates are trending to get revised downward 18), 71) . In fact, recalculations of these discount rates-based on the respective theories employed by these agencies-give, in general, smaller values between γ = 0.01 to 0.05 per year 18), 74) . This is also reflected in some more recent recommendations. For example, the British Treasury Board recommends a discount rate of γ = 0.035 per year for a time horizon of 30 years, time-declining discount rates beyond 30 years, and a minimum discount rate of γ = 0.01 per year for more than 300 years 75) . Or, the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Housing of the Federal Republic of Germany utilizes a constant discount rate of γ = 0.03 per year for transport infrastructure planning 76) . Such values also correspond to a recent study on societal discount rates of most more developed countries, suggesting an intermediate compromise value of γ = 0.03 per year 73) . Thus, in the following we adopt a constant discount rate of γ = 0.03 per year. Now, let us discuss the setting of the initial cost c 0 , the failure cost L, and the benefit rateḂ, respectively. Although these cost factors are not taken from a specific case, they are, nevertheless, consistent with realistic values. We set all cost factors in relation to the initial construction cost c 0 77),78) , whose value is chosen, just for convenience, as c 0 = 10 monetary units (m.u.). Assuming, for the moment, that there are no structural failures, losses or maintenance costs, then, based on purely economical grounds, for a structure to be build the minimum requirement is, that for a given service life the expected benefits outweigh the initial cost c 0 . Taking, for example, the typically anticipated average lifetime of bridges of t a = 50 years 76) , the normalized benefit rate has to be at leastḂ/c 0 ≥ γ/[1 − exp(−γt a )] ≈ 0.039 per year. The equality sign corresponds thereby to a benefit-
Benefits are defined as all of the effects of a project on its users or society at large. For example, in transport infrastructure planning the benefits commonly considered are from reduction of travel time or transportation costs, increased traffic safety, environmental relief, impacts from induced traffic, and, sometimes also, economic effects 59), 76) . Different analyses show, that in actual project evaluations these benefits are of similar magnitude (that is, equal or a little bit higher) than the corresponding costs 59), 79) . Hence, we set the normalized benefit rate to a value ofḂ/c 0 = 0.07 per year. With this value, the benefit-(initial) cost ratio has a value of b(t a , 0)/c 0 ≈ 1.81 for a lifetime of t a = 50. Taking into account the losses from structural failure, as is done in the following examples, the net benefit-(initial) cost ratio is indeed [b(T * , 0) − l(T * , 0)]/c 0 ≈ 1.67 for the optimal lifetime of T * = 46.1 years (see Section 7. (3)). This corresponds to an internal rate of return of 0.067 per year. This is in conformance with the funding of public projects, which should not be expected to have excessive returns on investments, otherwise the private sector would be always able to finance these projects.
With respect to the failure cost or loss L we differentiate between direct and indirect losses 13) . The direct loss includes, for example, costs for replacement of property and non-structural components, costs for avoiding injuries, or life saving costs 13),77), 78) . The costs for life saving and injury avoidance can be determined from the relations between structural collapse rates and fatality or injury rates 13) , the expected number of persons affected 13), 16) , and appropriate economic estimates of the value of statistical injury and statistical life 80),81),82),83), 84) . The indirect loss is described by the economic effects caused by structural failure, so-called ripple effects 13), 85) . In fact, such effects can have quite substantial and sustained impact. Variations of the total impact are explained by the seriousness of the respective failure and the a priori riskiness assigned to it 85) . A typical example along this line is certainly the Silver Bridge collapse 86) .
Although, there have been some attempts to quantify such direct and indirect losses 13),16) , we choose herein a different approach. The advantage of a costbenefit analysis actually is, that it discloses the relation between cost factors and safety issues. Thus, setting the normalized failure cost herein to a value of L/c 0 = 200, gives an acceptable failure rate of h a (t) = 3.5 · 10 −4 , which compares quite favorably to a proposed medium consequence failure rate 15) of h(t) = 3.7 · 10 −4 , or a failure rate averaged over some reference period as set in ISO 2394 87) .
Beside the above discussed basic cost factors, there are also costs related to maintenance interventions.
Whereas in practical applications there may exist a quite refined breakdown of maintenance costs, we identify herein only to main components 88),89),90) : inspection costs I and rehabilitation costs R k . Data from damaged buildings suggests that the rehabilitation costs are dependent on the overall damage state 13),91), 92) , that is, the more overall damage present in a structure, the higher the rehabilitation costs for restoring the structure to the "as new" state X(t) = 1. The dependency on the damage state X(t) = k is modeled, in most cases, either as a linear function with a limit of repairable damage 13), 91) , or as a nonlinearly increasing function of damage 89) . To decide which one of the two cost models is of more practical relevance is beyond the scope of this paper. We follow herein the latter approach by setting the rehabilitation costs R k as
with k = 2, 3, . . . , m − 1, that is, the rehabilitation costs R k are non-linear dependent on the amount of damage X(t) = k to be removed. But it should go without saying, that any type of cost model could be utilized in the following examples. The same holds for the inspection and assessment cost I, which we set to a value of I = 0.2c 0 . This may be a quite high value, but we are interested in showing, that even when maintenance interventions require substantial monetary investments, such investments may nevertheless pay off.
(3) Perfect inspection and rehabilitation
As a first example, let us optimize the maintenance interventions for the case that both inspection and rehabilitation are perfect. Thus, the probability of detection is given for α j → ∞ as
whereas the repair matrix Q is defined by Eq. (17) . Without inspection and rehabilitation, the structure reaches its optimal lifetime at T * = 46.1 years. At this time the expected net present benefit attains its maximum value of g * (T * ) = 6.70 m.u., as indicated by the dashed line in Fig.1 . The probability of failure for the time interval [0, T * ] is p m (T * ) = 1.4 · 10 −3 , as can be seen from Fig.2 . Beyond lifetime T * , the expected net present benefit decreases, that is, the expected net benefit rateġ n (t) becomes negative (see Fig.3 ). In other words, the total costs are no longer outweighed by its benefits and, hence, it is no longer economically reasonable to operate the structure-the structure becomes obsolete. This structural obsolescence is also related to a certain safety level, as can be seen from Fig.2 and Fig.4 . Due to structural deterioration the failure rate increases steadily, until the acceptable failure rate h a (t) = 3.5 · 10 −4 per year, as determined from Eq. (37), is reached. Further usage of the structure would result in a non-acceptable increase of the probability of failure per unit time. Thus, structural operation beyond lifetime T * compromises not only the profitability of structural operation, but also results in potentially hazardous structures.
To extend the lifetime of the structure beyond T * = 46.1 years, we perform maintenance interventions. In the following we maximize the net present benefit rate. Thus, for a given number n of maintenance interventions we determine the optimal lifetime T * as well as the optimal sequences of maintenance times t * and rehabilitation levels Δ * . The results for 0 ≤ n ≤ 4 are listed in Table 1 . As can be seen, maintenance interventions allow to extend the optimal lifetime T * , whereby these lifetime extensions are also economically rewarding as indicated by the increase in the corresponding expected net present benefit g * (T * ). In fact, the expected net present benefit increases monotonically with every further lifetime extension, even though the absolute increase diminishes due to discounting. In other words, by utilizing proper maintenance planning, the lifetime of the structure can be extended, in principle, infinitely. This is not surprising, since in our calculations neither our preference with respect to the structure, as expressed by its cost factors, nor the description of the structural performance, in terms of matrix A, is changing with time.
A typical evolution of the expected net present benefit is displayed in Fig.1 for n = 3. At the time of maintenance, we have to make a further monetary investment (in terms of inspection and rehabilitation costs), which leads to a drop in the expected net present benefit. These investments, the expected present maintenance costs are m * 1 = 0.87 m.u., m * 2 = 0.26 m.u., and m * 3 = 0.07 m.u., respectively. The decrease in the maintenance costs is due to discounting. Without discounting the expected maintenance costs would be m * n,1 = 2.80 m.u., m * n,2 = 2.81 m.u, and m * n,3 = 2.85 m.u, respectively. That is, the non-discounted maintenance costs m * n,j increase slightly due to a slight increase in damage, which in turn is caused by a slight increase of the service period between maintenance interventions: from t * 1 − t * 0 = 39.1 years, over t * 2 − t * 1 = 40.0 years, to t * 3 − t * 2 = 41.9 years (see Table 1 ). However, these additional investments are justified by a recovered profitability-in form of the recovered net benefit rate in Fig.3-resulting in a higher An analogous behavior in terms of probabilities of failure and failure rates, respectively, can be observed in Fig.2 and Fig.4 . Due to deterioration, the failure rate h(t) increases monotonically with time.
To prevent, that the failure rate exceeds the acceptable level h a (t), rehabilitation efforts are undertaken, resulting in a reduction of the failure rate h(t + j ) after rehabilitation (Fig.4) , or a slow-down of the increase of the probability of failure p m (t) (Fig.2) . It should be noted, that the optimal maintenance times t * j are thereby situated before the times of zero net benefit rate, as indicated by the diamond symbols in Fig.3 and Fig.4 . • 
(4) Imperfect maintenance actions
In the second example, we want to investigate the effect of imperfect inspection methods and imperfect rehabilitation work on optimal maintenance planning. As already mentioned in Section 3. (3), the rehabilitation work may not be perfect due to such reasons as, for example, technological limitations, inadequate rehabilitation solutions or faulty execution of construction work. We are not aware of any systematic quantitative investigation on this subject. Hence, we assume herein for the elements of the (imperfect) rehabilitation matrix Q that
with k = 2, 3, . . . , m − 1. All other elements equal zero. If we interpret these values in frequency terms, then this means, that three percent of the performed rehabilitation work does not result in any improvement of the structure, whereas in all other cases the rehabilitation is perfect. This is certainly an oversimplified model, since there will be in practice most likely also outcomes of rehabilitation actions, which will lie between these two extreme positions. Nevertheless, we believe, that the above assumed values are not completely unrealistic with respect to their effect on optimal maintenance planning, as given below. In case of the imperfect nature of non-destructive inspection methods, however, there is ample experimental and analytical work available 30),49),50),88),90), 93) . In general, the probability of detection function is a non-decreasing function of damage 30) . In fact, quite often experimental data shows a sigmoidal trend, which can be modeled, for example, by the following function:
In Eq. (50) the probability of detection Prob(D|k, α j ) is a function of the possible deterioration states k = 2, 3, . . . , m − 1 and the inspection quality α j ≥ 0, which can vary from inspection to inspection. Other, but similar models can be found in the literature 30),88), 90) . The probability of detect function Prob(D|k, α j ) of Eq. (50) is displayed in Fig.5 for different values of α j , which cover the range of possible values in the following two examples. In this Section we will utilize a value of α j = 5. As can be seen from Fig.5 , this allows to detect damage states X(t) ≥ 7 with a probability of 0.9 or higher. It should be noted, however, that the actual shape of the probability of detection function is quite often of secondary importance and can be replaced by a unit step function centered around the median value of the probability of detection curve 30) . Thus, in our case this would mean, that all damage states X(t) ≥ 5 would be detected (see Fig.5 ).
The joint effect of imperfect inspection and rehabilitation work is exemplary shown in Fig.6 . (The shown example corresponds to the optimal solution for n = 6 in Table 2 .) Just before the first maintenance at time t * 1 = 38.5 years, we have a distribution of damage states with its median value around X(t * − 1 ) = 8. After inspection and rehabilitation (with a rehabilitation level of Δ * 1 = 5), the probability that the structure is "as new" is Prob(X(t * + 1 ) = 1) ≈ 0.85 (see Fig.6 ). However, due to the imperfections, there is also a probability of Prob(X(t * + 1 ) ≥ 5) = 1 − Prob(X(t * + 1 ) ≤ 4) ≈ 0.1, that the structure is still in a damage state larger than X(t * + 1 ) = 4. Nevertheless, this probability is considerable smaller than before maintenance, where this probability had a value of Prob(X(t * − 1 ) ≥ 5) ≈ 0.95. Now, let us again maximize the net present benefit rate throughout the lifetime for a given number n of maintenance interventions. The system matrix A, Fig.9 Expected net benefit rateġn(t) in case of imperfect inspection and rehabilitation (n = 6, solid line). the initial probability distribution p(t 0 ) and all cost factors remain the same like in the previous example. The optimal solutions are listed in Table 2 .
• • • • • • •
As before, we can extend the optimal lifetime of the structure by performing maintenance interventions, that is, also in case of imperfect maintenance, the lifetime of the structure can, in principle, be extended infinitely. However, the maintenance interventions are performed more often, resulting in a smaller total value of the expected net present benefit as compared with the perfect case, which can be seen by comparing Fig.1 and Fig.7 . At the same time, the optimal rehabilitation levels Δ * j increase slightly as compared to the perfect case (compare Table 1 and Table 2 ).
In Fig.7, Fig.8 , Fig.9 and Fig.10 the evolution of the expected net present benefit, the probability of failure, the expected net benefit rate and the failure rate, respectively, are displayed exemplary for n = 6 maintenance interventions. As can be seen, the first maintenance intervention is closely followed by a second maintenance intervention. Due to the imperfect rehabilitation work, the structure is only partially rehabilitated (see also Fig.6 ). Hence, the failure rate decreases always only by approximately two orders of magnitude. Although, this seems to have in the first moment almost no effect on the net benefit rate in Fig.9 -it seams that its original value is completely recovered-the remaining defects cause a much earlier decrease of the expected net benefit rate than as in the beginning-almost immediately after the maintenance intervention. In other words, the remaining severe structural defects are the cause of untimely inspection and rehabilitation efforts. Nevertheless, with an increasing number of maintenance interventions a more and more periodic maintenance pattern evolves, which is only perturbed in Fig.7 to Fig.10 and Table 2 by the effects of reaching the terminal time T * . When comparing Fig.4 and Fig.10 , we can recognize, that in both cases the optimal maintenance interventions are performed at times t * j when reaching a failure rate h(t − j ) of similar magnitude.
(5) Functional aging
Finally, let us optimize the maintenance interventions in case of functional aging. As mentioned in Section 4.(2), by functional aging we mean the case that the structure is still technically sound, that is, the failure rate is below an acceptable level, but, nevertheless, no longer meets current demands. In other words, our preference towards the structure, expressed in terms of the benefit rateḂ(t), declines with time. When we assume, that our "dissatisfaction" with a structure grows constant with time, then the time-dependency of the benefit rate follows an exponential function-like in case of continuous discounting. When we further assume, that we are faster "dissatisfied" with an already deteriorated structure, then with a completely new structure, then the most simple model to take into account functional aging is certainlyḂ
with k = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1. In other words, the benefit rates are now state-and time-dependent. Independent of this modeling of functional aging, we also want to show, that it is not only possible to optimize the maintenance interventions with respect to the sequences of maintenance times t * and rehabilitation levels Δ * , but also with respect to the inspection qualities α * . For this purpose, however, we need a cost function for inspection, which is parameterized with respect to a parameter of the probability of detection function. In our present case, such parameter is, for example, the inspection quality α j . For a probability of detection function modeled as a unit step function, for example, it is the threshold value 89) . As mentioned in Section 3.(2), a higher inspection quality can, in general, be only achieved at a higher cost. Thus, cost for inspection is increasing in α j . We assume here a linear relationship in the form
which fits also to the values assumed in the previous example in Section 7. (4), that is, I(α j = 5) = 2 monetary units. The remaining cost factors are the same as in the previous two examples, as are the system matrix A and the initial probability distribution p(t 0 ). The (imperfect) rehabilitation matrix Q is defined by Eq. (49). In Table 3 the optimal solutions are given for 1 ≤ n ≤ 6 number of maintenance interventions. The expected net present benefit reaches its maximum at n * = 5 maintenance interventions. This behavior gets perfectly clear when looking at the expected net present benefit in Fig.11 and the expected net benefit rate in Fig.13 . Since the expected net present benefit between inspections is determined as the integration of the net benefit rate over the respective time interval, its value decreases from time interval to time interval-due to the exponentially decreasing benefit rates-until it no longer outweighs the inspection and rehabilitation costs. Hence, the structure becomes obsolete at time T * = 116.8 years.
It should also be noted from Table 3 , that by optimizing not only the maintenance times, but also the rehabilitation levels and inspection qualities, the time of obsolescence is put further back by increasing the minimum rehabilitation levels and lowering inspection qualities, that is, by decreasing maintenance costs. That such procedure is not compromising safety issues at all can be seen from the failure rate in Fig.14 . Like in the previous examples, the optimal maintenance interventions are performed at times t * j when the failure rate reaches a value of almost similar magnitude. Since due to the decreasing benefit rate, however, also the acceptable failure rate h a (t) decreases according to Eq. (35) with time, the lifetime of the structure can not be extended infinitely, but reaches its optimal value at T * = 116.8 years. From this it becomes also perfectly clear, that it is the failure rate which has to be utilized for setting safety targets rather than a time-dependent failure probability specified for an arbitrary time horizon (as displayed, for example, in Fig.12 ). 
• • • • • •

CONCLUSIONS
A novel cost-benefit based optimization formulation for planning maintenance interventions has been proposed. The usefullness of this approach is, that it not only allows to optimize maintenance times, rehabilitation levels and inspection qualities, but also allows to determine optimal lifetimes and acceptable failure rates. As has been shown exemplary, imperfect inspection or rehabilitation work results in performing maintenance interventions more often than in the case of perfect maintenance. Nevertheless, also in the imperfect case, proper maintenance planning allows, in principle, to extend the lifetime of structures infinitely. However, in case of functional aging it may happen, that at a certain time the expenditures spent on maintenance can no longer be justified by the expected future benefit, that is, the structure has reached its lifetime-it becomes obsolete. It has been also demonstrated, that in all these different scenarios the utilized cost-benefit criteria require maintenance or rehabilitation actions before reaching the acceptable failure rate.
